






2.6 

YARRA PLANNING SCHEME 

■ the equipment/structures do not cause additional overshadowing of secluded private open space

to residential land, opposite footpaths, kerb outstands or planting areas in the public realm; and

• the equipment/structures are no higher than 2.6 metres above the proposed building height; and

■ the equipment/structures occupy less than 50 per cent of the roof area (solar panels and green

roof excepted).

Map 1: Building and Street Wall Heights 

Overshadowing and solar access requirements 

Development should meet the objective of Clause 55.04-5 Overshadowing for adjoining land 

within a residential zone, including where separated by a laneway. 

Development must not overshadow any part of the southern side footpath from property boundary 

to kerb of Peel, Langridge and Derby Streets between 10am and 2pm on 22 September. 

For streets that extend in a north-south direction (except for Little Oxford Street), development 

must not overshadow any part of the opposite side footpath from property boundary to kerb between 

1 0am and 2pm on 22 September. 
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2.9 

YARRA PLANNING SCHEME 

Side walls in a mid-block location which are visible permanently or temporarily from adjoining 

residential sites and/or the public realm should be designed to provide visual interest to passing 

pedestrians through colour, texture, materials and/or finishes. 

Projections such as building services and architectural features (other than shading devices, 

mouldings etc.), balconies and balustrades should not protrude into a street wall and upper level 

setback, as applicable. 

Development interfacing with areas of public open space should: 

■ provide a suitable transition in scale to the interface with the public open space;

■ ensure that development does not visually dominate the public open space;

■ provide passive surveillance from lower and upper levels of the building.

Access, parking and loading bay requirements 

Pedestrian access to buildings should be achieved via streets and avoid primary access from 

laneways. Where pedestrian access from a laneway is appropriate, the building setback should 

include a pedestrian refuge or landing. 

Ensure pedestrian entrances are clearly visible, secure, be well lit and have an identifiable sense 

of address. 

Residential and commercial pedestrian entrances should be distinguishable from each other. 

The common pedestrian areas of new buildings should be designed with legible and convenient 

access, with hallway and lobby areas of a size that reflects the quantity of apartments serviced and 

which can be naturally lit and naturally ventilated. 

Resident and staff bicycle parking should be located and designed to be secure and conveniently 

accessible from the street and associated uses. 

Vehicle access should be achieved from laneways or side streets (in that order of preference). 

Vehicle access from Wellington Street and Langridge Street should be avoided. 

At the intersection oflaneways and footpaths, development to non-heritage buildings should 

provide a minimum 1 x 1 metre splay to facilitate pedestrian sightlines. 

Car parking should be located within a basement or concealed from the public realm. 

Avoid separate entries for car parking entries and loading bays. 

Vehicle ingress and egress into development, including loading facilities and building servicing, 

should be designed to ensure a high standard of pedestrian amenity and limit potential conflict 

between vehicle movements and pedestrian activity and avoid adversely impacting the continuity 

of the public realm. 

Vehicle ingress/egress points should be spaced apart from other existing and/or proposed 

ingress/egress points to avoid wide crossover points. 

Development with redundant vehicle access points should reinstate the kerb, line-marked parking 

bays, and relocate any parking signs. 

Where a ground level setback is provided to achieve practicable vehicle access to a laneway, a 

minimum headroom clearance of3.6 metres should be provided to any overhang of the first floor. 

Properties on the inside comer of bends in laneways or at intersections between two laneways 

should provide a minimum 3m x 3m splay to facilitate vehicle access. 

3.0 Subdivision 
• .J •• /-·-

Proposed C293yara None specified. 
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